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BY ACADEMIA OVERLORDS
By Daniel Chou
On Thursday, CHOU! University's credentials
were questioned by the Association of Internet
College and Universities with Punctuation in Their
Name (AICUPTN). CEO William Willingston
spoke via media conference stating, "CHOU!
University is growing to fast. Can anyone actually
attest to quality at this speed?"
University President Daniel Chou retorted via
press release writing, "I have official documents
revealing that AICUPTN was literally founded
moments before the media conference. What is
their motive? Are their motives benevolent? At
this time the answer is questionable at best."
The Chowder obtained copies of the
aforementioned documents and is in the process
of validating their authenticity. AICUPTN did not
respond to comment requests from The Chowder.

Course Spotlight
Intro to Sarcasm with Prof Mike

MERMAID ACADEMY
ENTICES

STUDENTS

By Daniel Chou
Students at C!U are abuzz about a new school in
the Philippines. It's called the Philippine Mermaids
Swimming Academy. School of Animals student
Becca Jordan couldn't keep her excitement in check
only having this to say, "Mermaids? MERMAIDS?!"
Fellow School of Animals student Melissa Kocefas
shared how one could book their trip and become a
mermaid in training. "I found a really great rate on
NotWire for a plane ticket and hotel nearby. I
suggest going during the off-season, specifically
during during April. That's when everyone wants to
be an Easter Bunny, obviously, so enrollment rates
are low."
Find out more about the school at

By Daniel Chou
Have you ever wanted to join in a conversation
between two people who you can hardly
understand? They may be talking Sarcasm. Join
http://www.philippinemermaidswimmingacademy.com/
Prof Mike in LANG 1 01 Introduction to Sarcasm
and find out how "nice shirt", "thanks a lot", and "is
that so" can mean something completly different.
"I am fluent in Sarcasm, Cynicism, Pessimism,
Realism, Prisms, and Body Language," said Prof
Mike.
Take this class now at
http://www.choustore.com/chouu/LANG/LANG1 01 .
html
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